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Summary:
Is your chapter using your website to its full potential? Sigma staff will highlight Website of the Month recipients and discuss how your chapter can make the most of your platform.

Abstract Text:
Is your chapter using your website to its full potential? Sigma staff will highlight Website of the Month recipients and discuss how your chapter can make the most of your platform.

References:
All Chapter Officers Workgroup, Sigma Theta Tau International

Content Outline:
- Discuss tips for website maintenance

Moderator
Rebecca Boruff, MS, RN
Texas Woman's University
Houston J. & Florence A. Doswell College of Nursing
Assistant Clinical Professor and Peer Tutoring Coordinator
Dallas TX
USA

Professional Experience: 1985-2011 staff nurse at Parkland Health and Hospital System in Dallas, TX 2012-2016 Nursing Lab Administrator at Texas Woman's University (TWU) 2016-2017 Visiting Assistant Clinical Professor at TWU 2017-current Assistant Clinical Professor at TWU 2017-current Peer Tutoring Coordinator at TWU Published two "Homegrown Solutions" on the NLN Simulation Innovation Resource Center site The Journal of Nursing Education published "Nursing Students Choose Their Own Role in a Flipped Classroom Approach" in July 2018

Author Summary: Rebecca Boruff was inspired to become a nurse when her cousin and his wife delivered quintuplets at Parkland Hospital. She later worked for 25 years as a Labor & Delivery nurse. Because of her love for hands-on teaching, she returned to Texas Woman's University (TWU). She discovered an affinity for simulation and contributed to the NLN's "Homegrown Solutions" online resource. She teaches in the undergraduate nursing program at TWU and oversees the Peer Tutoring Program.

Organizer
Noelle Pickler, BA
Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing
Community Training Specialist
Indianapolis IN
USA

Professional Experience: Noelle Pickler is the Community Training Specialist for Sigma Theta Tau International. She specializes in chapter communication tools and tips, especially for their chapter websites hosted in The Circle.

Author Summary: Noelle Pickler is the Community Training Specialist for Sigma Theta Tau International. She specializes in chapter communication tools and tips, especially for their chapter websites hosted in The Circle.